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More minorities in college;
national ratio remains down
Mayor Norman Mineta

Mayor Mineta pushes
for pollution controls
By Joel Konopken
"We must start dealing with all forms
of pollution," said San Jose Mayor
Norman Mineta. "Discrimination,
unequal education and inadequate
health care are all forms of pollution,
and we must deal with these as well as
the traditional kinds."
Mineta, Democratic nominee in the
13th Congressionnal District (southern
San Jose and southern Santa Clara
County), pointed out, "The United
States is 24th in doctor-patient ratio,
14th in literacy, eighth in mortality and
first in defense spending."
Speaking Wednesday afternoon at the
Student Union, Mineta stated his endorsement of public financing of
election campaigns, increased federal
subsidies to education and transportation and a cut in the defense
budget.
The speech was sponsored by Pi
Sigma Alpha, the political science
fraternity, and was attended by about
150 people.
"Somewhere our priorities are
wrong," said Mineta, "One year after
hostilities have ended ( in Vietnam) we
have the largest defense budget in our
history. We ought to start talking about
our civilian budget."
Claiming the system of campaign
financing was the cause of Watergate
and related scandals, Mineta said
public financing of presidential and
congressional elections was necessary
to "get at the cancer affecting our
political health."
The mayor said he feels raising
money "is the most debilitating thing a
candidate can do. It is debilitating on
the candidate, and it is debilitating for
the contributor.
"We cannot allow election politics to
be on the auction block," he said.
Concerning transportation, Mineta
charged $11 billion in federal money is

currently being impounded by the
Office of Management and Budget. He
said $1.5 billion of this is earmarked for
transportation.
Mineta said that $1.5 billion must be
released or the increase in bus fares
and transit districts will be forced to
charge will raise the cost-of-living more
than would the release of the money.
Mineta said more money snouid be
given to education, especially to
financial aid programs and to
professional schools.
He said too much money is currently
being wasted in education, a situation
which could be partially alleviated if
"we could encourage students and
teachers to use those schools which are
losing enrollment rather than build new
facilities.
The mayor said he feels a cut in the
defense budget is in order.

By James Hadley
Despite gains in the numbers of
Spanish-surnamed
Blacks
and
Americans attending colleges and
universities in recent years, their
representation in higher education
remains substantially lower than their
percentage in the national population.
This is the conculsion of a Ford
Foundation Study on racial and ethnic
enrollment in higher education titled
and
’Minority
Enrollment
Representation in Institutions of Higher
Education."
Gabriel Reyes, Equal Opportunity
Program ( EOP) director, and St. S.
Saffold, associate dean of student
services, said the report is accurate.
The studey also reveals Japanese and
Chinese Americans are represented
slightly beyond their numbers in the
population. Native Americans were not
included because the data available
was contradictory.
In 1970, according to data from the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, minorities constituted 16.8 per
cent of the total population, but only
10.6 per cent tit unuergraduate
enrollment, while caucasians made up
83.2 per cent of the population and 89.4
per cent of undergraduate enrollment.
SJSU minorities
According to Ombudswoman Jo Ella
Hannah, last fall at SJSU there were 72
per cent White; 8.05 per cent AsianAmerican; 6.68 per cent Chicano; 5.39
per cent Black, and .7 per cent Native
American students.
These statistics are from the ethnic
data card in registration packets. In

1973, a total of 93 per cent of SJSU
students answered and turned in the
cards.
Why are the statistics so low?
Saffold, the 10th child in a family of
11, says it all boils down to economics.
He said the economic problem stems
back through the family tree, all the
way to slavery. Saffold said athletic
scholarships, for a long time, were the
primary financial base for Blacks.
The former Black EOP director said,
"Prior to EOP, to the student who
didn’t have the money, college seemed
an impossibility. There’s no push from
the family. They simply can’t afford
it."
EOP admits minority students to
colleges and universities who have
potential but don’t meet all the general
admission requirements.
EOP applicants
About 1’2 per cent of the SJSU
enrollment is allotted to EOP.
Reyes said 75 to 100 applicants were
denied admission this fall because "the
need is greater than the slots and
resources to take care of that need."
Saffold, who worked with EOP for
five years, said at the program’s peak,
in the ’71-72 academic year, three times
as many students applied as were
needed to fill the slots.
Why should students have to be admitted to a college or university
through a special program?
"Idealistically speaking," said
Saffold, "there should be no need for
such a program. However, there will
always be a need because of our living
situations. I keep thinking about the

St. S. Saffold
busing situation in Boston."
White protests
Whites are angrily protesting and
stoning buses carrying Black students
to White schools in Boston after an
integration court order.
"The prnblem," said Reyes, "starts
in elementary school. They can attempt
to recruit normally admissible
minorities into higher educational
institutions, but unless the quality of the
education the minority students
received from kindergarten to 12th
grades is equal to the quality of
education that middle-class Anglo
students are receiving, there won’t be
many minority students admissible to
higher education."
"In a White school students have a
better opportunity," said Saffold. "The

tax base is higher. A higher level of
income is made by families in that
community.
"You are going to have quality
education," he said. "The parents are
going to watch what is happening in the
school to make sure their money is
being spent to give their kids the best
opportunities possible.
"They can afford to pay taxes to
enable the school board to pay for
quality education for their sons and
daughters," he said.
"If you’re going to get your money
involved in something, you are going to
get involved.
"Minorities don’t have that money,"
said Saffold. "Therefore, emphasis has
to be on cheaper education. When a
bond issue comes up on the ballot poor
parents have a tough decision to make.
Do they vote for the bond or feed their
family?"
Minority plan
Reyes said the low minority percentages in higher education could be
raised through legislation
In February 1973, a draft report of the
Joint Committee Master Plan for
Higher Education recommended to the
California Legislature that by "1980
each segment of California public
higher education shall approximate the
general ethnic, sexual and economic
composition of the state.
"Both the California state universities and colleges and the University of
California shall have the flexibility to
utilize different criteria for admitting
up to 121e per cent of their freshman
classes," the report reads.

Bunzel asks for new priorities
By Stephen Crawford
The university is entering a period of
uncertainty, according to SJSU
President John H. Bunzel.
Repeating his State of the University
address Monday, Bunzel told the
Academic Senate that the university
must take a closer look at curriculum
priorities with regards to the school’s
budget.
Bunzel also suggested that the senate
examine the university’s general
education sequence, and form an advisory group on general education.
BUNZELS’ CONCERN
Bunzel’s main emphasis was the
university could fix its curriculm to the
budget.
"The time is at hand when the

university must pass academic
muster," Bunzel told the senate.
Each department, he said, should
conduct an extensive analysis of its
priorities.
Instead of following current levels
during the university’s period of steady
state, Bunzel asked the departments to
consider "what the minimum number
of courses are that departments could
offer essential to a degree."
Steady state is the leveling off of
university enrollment and the general
reduction of operational funds.
"What is the core of the department’s
offerings?" he asked.
In order that new programs be instigated during the university’s
leveling off period, Bunzel added, the

departments should study which
courses might be dropped.
Cutback Suggested
Bunzel also suggested a cutback of
departments. Though this, he said, is
impossible and an outrageous resort.
"One of the major concerns," he
cautioned, "are the priorities."
Bunzel said there is great support for
an ad hoc committee on university
curricular priorities during the
university’s steady state.
The committee, he said, would
consist of the deans of Undergraduate
Studies, Academic Planning and
Graduate Studies, and one faculty
member from each department.
Bunzel asked the senate to take a
closer look into the area of faculty

evaluation.
"This area has not much consensus
throughout the university," he said. He
described the present methods of instructional analysis and improvement
as uneven and improperly conducted.
He stressed peer evaluation and the
need for the quality of instruction be
maintained.Student opinion is valuble
Bunzel said. "Students are concerned
with the quality of instruction," he said,
"so why not coordinate this too." But
students do not have the last word he
said.
Faculty Evaluation
Bunzel recommended that other
areas be included in faculty evaluation.
Instructional aids, tests, green sheets
and grades should be considered, too,

he said.
Bunzel asked that the senate study
the area of student grading and advisement.
These are areas which have been met
with great disatisfaction and dissention
he said. A tighter coordination of both
these areas is needed throughout the
university, he added.
Bunzel said information given to
students would continue to be inconsistant without university - wide
coordination. He suggested that the
senate study the matter because the
need was great and he, the admnisistration and faculty were obligated
to the student. Advisement should be
effecient and reliable he said.

Veterans voice varied opinions on foul-ups
By Howard Joe
Financial burdens are mounting for
some SJSU veterans who have yet to
receive their educational benefits
checks.
The apparently annual foul-up with
checks is creating havoc with the
students’ education and personal lives.
Donald Field, 50, retired from the Air
Force in 1967 with the rank of lieutenant
colonel after 25 years of service as an
operations officer.
Field is disabled. He is suffering from
cancer of the lymphatic system the
vessels that connect body organs).
His service-related ailment prevents
him from holding a job. The only
sources of income for him and his
family are retirement pay, social
security checks, and education
benefits.
Check delayed
The accounting major did not apply
for advance payment. He said he
doesn’t expect to receive his first check
for at least six weeks.
"I’m on a fixed income," Field said.
"If you ’count on having something and
plan on it but it doesn’t show up, that
creates problems."
He has a daughter who lives at home
with him and his wife. The daughter
plans to attend West Valley College in
Campbell.
Because Field is considered 100 per
cent disabled, his daughter is eligible
for the same educational benefits that a
veteran gets.
Field is enrolled in three classes
under the vocational rehabilitation
program.

lie is entitled to receive $211 monthly,
and his tuition and books are paid for by
the Veterans Administration.
Field has car payments to meet, but
according to him, his problems involve
operating on a fixed income.
He said "Inflation keeps crowding
you in;" so every little bit helps. He was
not able to apply for advanced
payment, so he will have to wait approximately six to eight weeks.
V.A. has "problems"
"The V.A., like all government
"is a
agencies," Field said,
bureaucracy with problems... lots of
problems."
Whet’, he applied for educational
benefits, he said, "it took me a year to

John Watson

get my rating."
Last year, Field said he had to pay
$60 for a tutor. He has yet to be reimbursed by the V.A.
Field blamed most of the problems
incurred on sloppy filing and V.A.
counselors who do not show enough
concern for veterans’ problems.
He said V.A. counselors can only do
so much but can do much more than to
tell a veteran that "there’s nothing we
can do about it."
"Wait until Monday"
John Watson, 22, served four years in
the Air Force as a computer operator.
He was discharged in May.
He applied for advance payment in
June but has not received any checks
yet.
The environmental science major
said he was planning to use the money
-primarily for books, clothes and car
payments."
Sunday was the deadline for his next
car payment. He could not meet the
deadline.
According to Watson, a V.A. counselor told him to wait until Monday, in
case his check did come in.
He said he was advised to apply for a
short-term loan but was unable to
schedule an appointment with a
financial aids counselor earlier than
Thursday.
Watson said he really did not have
any complaints about the V.A.’s handling of distribution of the educational
benefits checks.
He did find it hard to believe that the
computer was to blame for the latest
foul-up.

"That’s their standard alibi," he
said. "They don’t want to go out and
find the responsible party."
Watson said every system always has
"a back-up check" to help prevent
malfunctions in the system.
"It’s a government job," Watson
said, in reference to the V.A.
organization. "They’re not going to lose
their jobs whether or not they are efficient," he added.
John Rose, 27, was discharged from
the service in 1971 after serving six
years in the Navy as a nuclear [Sower
plant operator.
Delay causes strain
The former machinist’s mate, first
class, also applied for advance
payment but has not received any
checks yet.
"I wasn’t able to make my house
payment this month," Rose said. He
said the delay in getting the checks
"puts a strain on the family budget."
The junior accounting major recently
quit his job as a maintenance engineer
at the Watsonville Hospital. He began
work as an accountant for the San
Martin Vineyards.
Rose received a $130 cut in salary
when he switched jobs. He now receives
approximately $750 monthly.
Rose said he and his family could
mariage to get by without the checks.
He said his salary would be enough to
cover necessary expenses.
"There would be nothing left over for
luxury items," he added.
Because he has a wife and two
children to care for, Rose applied for a
federally insured student loan.

He received approval for the loan
which provides up to $1,500 a year but
will not get that money until Dec. 1.
Rose said he believed the good things
about the V.A. ’s programs and services
far outweigh the bad things.
He said the only problem he ever had
involved efforts to get 3 house loan.
"There’s too much red tape," he said,
in noting how long it usually takes to get
anything done through the V.A.
"I think it V.A. educational benefits)
very worthwhile," Rose said. "Without
it, I wouldn’t have been able to go back
to school."
In regard to registering for classes,
Rose said, "I think they ought to waiver
registration fees until the checks come

John Rose

in.
Rose said he believed the V.A.’s
system of paying educational benefits
was unfair to students who attend
school less than full-time.
He said veterans who are not fulltime students should be paid the same
amount as full-time students.
According to Rose, these less than
full-time students need the money.
Otherwise, they wouldn’t be less than
full-time students and holding jobs.
"Veterans need more"
Terry McLaughlin, 30, served six
years in the Navy as an aviation officer.
The native of Juneau, Alaska, was
discharged in 1973.
Having received a B.A. in architecture at the University of Idaho.
McLaughlin is currently majoring in
psychology.
McLaughlin did not apply for advanced payment. So he does not expect
to get a check for a while.
He earned $600 during the summer
while working as a painter.
"I’m going to be eating a lot rice."
McLaughlin said, in response to the
prospect of a prolonged delay in getting
his cheeks.
He said he did not expect his summer
Income to last through the semester
McLaughlin believed the V.A. is "run
by World War II people." "I don’t think
they
care
about
Vietnam -era
veterans," he said.
McLaughlin believed disabled
Vietnam-era veterans should be given
more and better money and hospital
care because they have more problems
than World War II veterans.
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Editorial

Theater ’may’ remedy wasteland
The $8 million San Jose Community Theater,
garished with $3 million worth of repairs, may open
this spring in the cultural wasteland of San Jose.
But don’t hold your breath.
Back in 1959 Taliesin Associated Architects,
associated with the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation,
first conceived the theater’s design.
San Jose residents were never terribly enthused
about adding a touch of class to their suburban sprawl
Century Theatres have always sufficed as the local
rultural enrichment.
And, if the weekend hordes beat you to the box office
before you have a chance to push and shove your way
to the window to reserve a seat, there was always the
boob tube.
Who could ask for more?
San Joseans haven’t.
San Jose voters defeated bond issues to finance the
building of the designed theater both in 1961 and 1964.
Only by a narrow 53 per cent advisory vote of the
electorate in 1965 did the city council form the Civic
Improvement Authority to finance the theater by
revenue bonds.
Despite a few delays, the San Jose Community
Theater was completed in December 1971. By
February 1972 the San Jose Symphony performed for

the opening night of the center.
Three months later the sky fell. No, actually it was
the 24-ton interior drop ceiling that came crashing
down on the vacant orchestra section.
The city of San Jose promptly filed a suit against
virtually every concern having anything to do with the
project.
More importantly, the suit has effectively held up
repair work. The suit is still pendingbut the city
refuses to resume work until blame can be placed for
the initial failure.
The suit did instigate an investigation which found
the building design did not meet the state and federal
safety standards for precautions against earthquakes.
Meanwhile, 8700,000 annual rent payments have
been diverted from other city projects to meet the
costs of bond interest and principal, maintenance and
fees to consultants. (Once the theater is functioning,
its revenues will pay the bill.)
"There is a tremendous negative reaction to the
theatre from people who say "San Jose can never do
anything right," to those who mockingly refer to it as
"the Tower of Babel."
But the seeming comedy of the situation is in fact a
tragi-comedy.

Editorial

Turn on the fountain water

Editorial

Compulsory voting frowned on
Compulsory voting, as proposed by consumer advocate Ralph Nader, would be no sound solution to low
voter turnout and could cause more problems than it is
intended to solve.
By forcing a possible unwilling electorate to vote,
the outcome could be more harmful than helpful to
forwarding good government. The act of voting should
be a freedom and privelege if a citizen chooses to be
interested in the operation of overnment.
In the 1974 June state primary less than only 50 per
cent of the people turned out at the polls. A recent local
election in San Jose had the lowest voter turnout
percentage in the city’s history.
Australia has compulsory voting. All persons
eligible to vote must exercise the franchaiseunless
they are sick with a note of explanation from their
doctor.
That would be a turnout of almost 100 per cent. A

The water fountain in front of
Morris Dailey auditorium is dry
because it serves no rational
similar law in the United States would undoubtedly function; it’s just for "show,"
produce a similar effect. But is this effect desired?
according to the campus Building
We think not. Voting should continue to be a free and and Grounds.
independent choice.
The energy crisis is still with us,
Citizensqualified to voteare often ignorant of and so the fountain must remain
candidates and issues, others are not interested in emptyor so we are told.
voting and still others do not use the system as a
Yet, many of us are skeptical of
method of protesting.
this in a year when oil companies
Compulsory voting could lead to angered voters-who
would cast a ballot for the worst of the possible evils as
a means of retaliation.
conininnity
The vote of the active, interested participant in the
electoral process could be weakened by the vote of the
disinterested party.
Citizens are free to vote for the candidate of their
choicethey should also be free to decide not to vote if
so inclined.
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On the morning of Sept. 18, I
returned to my mailing address to
discover that some rectal perforation had parked his car in my
delegated parking space. Con-
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sequently, I was forced to park in a
manner which this city interprets
as illegal. And of course, was cited
for it.
Let us analyze this predicament.
I will now pay for a citation that I
received because I parked illegally
on a city street because someone
else parked illegally on private
property. I will pay for someone
else’s mistake.
Then I ask you, why of all the
parking spaces in the whole San
Jose metropolitan area, did this
rectal perforation choose to park
his car in mine? Logically one
must arrive at the conclusion that
he could find no other. I do not
ostracise people for doing the
logical thing. However, when their
logic costs me money, I do.
I would say that the parking
situation is probably the most
immediate and the most evident to
university students.
At the very least, to many
students it’s a pain in the ’rectum.

Speak out
The Spartan Daily encourages
letters from those who care, on or
off campus.
For quick and full publication,
letters should be limited to 14 inches or about 500 words, typed on a
55-space line.
The editor and forum page editor
will accept letters for publication
in the Spartan Daily office 12:30 to
4:30 p.m. daily.

Water is a universal symbol of
life. Students go to the edge of the
fountain to contemplate or reflect
as others go to the sea. It is our
nearest refuge.
A recyclable water fountain is a
symbol of continuing life. We
desperately need a sign of life here
on campuseven if it means
cutting back on energy consumption somewhere else.

Rockefeller feigns humility
Robin Budrotr
Staff reporter

Throughout the Watergate soap presidency sewn up all along?
character that emerges is not the
opera, Nelson Rockefeller, our vice
The standard leftist propaganda benevolent patron to humanity, but
president-by-fault-to-be, deliber- connects all the dots of power a manipulator of people to fill the
ately took a "low profile."
relationships that outline such a insatiable Rockefeller ego.
Rockefeller’s incredibly bland monstrous plot.
Who indeed decided if the people
reflection on Watergate ( "This is
Rockefeller did indeed push hard of New York even wanted
No. 6
like the Old Testament; it was for Laird’s higher Pentagon Rockefeller’s recent 81.5 billion
visited upon us and maybe we’re allocations. He added to his list of boondoggle building complex
going to benefit from it" I was an sins a tough lock-ern-up-throw-the called Albany Mall?
effort to escape public hostility key-away drug campaign in New
You guessed it.
while patiently awaiting a nod York plus a banal justification of
It doesn’t matter that 1,500
from Washington.
the Attica massacre. ( New York’s buildings were demolished to make
Though he had said he’d never crime rate has since risen a room for the monster mall or that
take the No. 2 post, the call from whopping six per cent, so ponder 3,000 people were relocated.
Ford sent him scurrying to the implications of a nationwide
Rockefeller’s
dream
was
Washington.
Rockefeller crime policy.)
In a "mix of bubbly public spirit
All the while, he has maintained realized without voter approval as
was. his
vice
presidential
./. Vichae/ Gotsza/es and faded private hope" he the image of the benevolent nomination.
hungrily grasped for the Veep title philanthropist. ( Monarch?)
l’(1rt /)e/ia Phi and tightened his intimate friend- Rockefeller’s donations are Meanwhile, Rockefeller
ships with politically powerful carefully cataloged for tax pur- dismisses his own accountability
As an interested party, student, Henry Kissinger and Melvin Laird. poses, be sure.
for his actions with a presumed air
and human being, I would like to
Was the Rockefeller vice
But tax shelters aside, the of humility.
see the following measures investigated by A.S. Council or the
I FOUND IT IN THE BASEMENT, GATMERING DUST"
university administration. I
believe that it would be very
beneficial for all concerned.
First of all, the city must be
made to realize that the university
campus is unique and should not be
considered as just another part of
San Jose. It has its different
demands and needs in comparison
to other San Jose residential
districts.
In accord with this, the following
steps should be implemented:
All one and two hour parking
signs must be removed.
All types of parking should be
allowed, except where fire
hydrants are present, driveways or
entrances and exits.
Citations should only be issued
for these violations and should be
reduced to 10 cents for each
separate violation.
All areas within the campus
serving no classroom related
function should be converted into
parking spaces.
Empty classrooms should be
utilized for parking.
The registrar and admissions
people should be moved to Herfy’s
and the building be torn down to
accommodate with the parking
problem.
I believe this would solve some of
the problem. I realize that it is still
conservative in nature, however,
more liberal measures could be
taken as the problem reaches
extremes.

Parking situation criticized
.a-

have increased profits anywhere
from 50 to 400 per cent.
For years the fountain has
served this campus as a focal point
and pleasant gathering place.
Thousands have cooled their heels
in its shallow water.
But more importantly, it has
added to a sense of community
something SJSU seems to sorely
lack.

a
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They’re doing something about the weather
SJSU prof conducts study
By Rich Pristas
Everybody talks about the
weather but usually nobody
does anything about it. This
time, however, members of
the SJSU
Meteorology
Department are studying the
weather in a unique way.
They are using the new Mt.
Sutro radio and television
tower in San Francisco for
three meteorological probes.
Dr.
Albert
Miller,
department chairman, and
his students have installed
weather sensors at six levels
on the tower.
Determines weather
The data is collected on
tape at the base of the tower
and is available by telephone
or teletype to the National
Meterological
Service’s
Bay Area Air Pollution
Control District and the
department.
Miller said the advantage
of the tower, which, at the
Lop, is 1812 feet above sea
level, lies in the vertical
distribution
of
the
measurements.
"The tower protrudes into
the inversion layer, the
warm air nearly aiways
found anove the cool San
Francisco fog during the
summer
months.
The
boundary between the inversion layer and the cool
marine air beneath it plays
an important role in
determing the summer
weather and the level of air
pollution over the entire Bay
Area."
The sensors, which are
mounted on six booms attached to a leg of the tower,
measure temperature,
humidity, air pressure, solar
energy, pollutants, fog
particles and the wind.
Meteorology
students
Barry Neal, Bruce Vanpatten and Dave Reynolds
helped install the sensors
and maintain the system.
It means frequent trips
inside the tiny two-man
elevator in one of the tower’s
legs. Traveling up at only 100

Tower scrve as giant SJSU weathervane

Home Ec

1] remodel
projected
The 47 -year-old Home
Economics Building is undergoing preparation for
remodeling, according to
Fred L. Frazier, the
assistant superintendent Of
building and grounds.
The starting date of
remodeling is indefinite,
pending the completion of
the project’s architectural
plans, said Frazier.

feet per minute, the elevator
takes over seven minutes to
reach the top level of the 982foot tower.
Offers good view
The tower’s legs pinch in
at the fourth level and widen
again near the top. If the
elevator’s angle isn’t upsetting, the view from the top
of the tower offers an incredible view, according to
Neal.
Neal said he was greeted
by 60 miles per hour winds
when he stepped out at the
top level for the first time.
"Actually," he added,
"you get used to the height
pretty fast."
Neal and Van Patten have
been working on the sensors
since October. Asked if the
San Francisco rains were a
problem, Neal said, "It’s like
a sewer in there when it
rains. Everything is dripping; it’s damp and cold."
Neal said his experiences
seem to confirm Miller’s
theories.
Pollution high
Data colleet.e. ri um the
indicates that
pollution levels within the
inversion layer are nearly
always high, even when such
levels near the ground are
low.
Neal said he has seen air
waves, or clouds, forming
and breaking along the lower
boundary of the temperature
inversion. These waves,
Miller thinks, "may be
responsible for pumping
pollutants out of the layer of
air near the ground into the
inversion."
The data collected from
the tower will be analyzed by
the university computers
using programs Van Patten
has written.
The sensors are also being
used by Dr. Kenneth
MacKay, in his study of the
vertical distribution of
pollutants.
Studies clouds
Another project uses the

tower to study the numbers
and sizes of fog droplets and
the particles around which
they form.
Dr. Jincira Goodman and
Phillip Gillaspy, SJSU
graduate student, spent
numerous total days taking
air and cloud samples from
the tower.
Goodman hopes to learn
more about "the relationship
between sea salt nuclei and
the probability of drizzle
conditions during coastal

fog.’’
Will solve puzzle
Goodrnan’s and Miil^r’s
projects are sponsored by
grants from the National
Foundation.
Science
MacKay’s is sponsored by
the
Environmental
Protection Agency.
According to a spokesman
for the Bay Area Pollution
Control District, data from
Sutro Tower is helping to
"put the Bay Area pollution
puzzle together."
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This is the reason workers
at the site have been tearing
away parts of the building’s
walls and substructure.
Frazier assured students
that the old building is
structurally sound. He said
no one need fear it might be
crumbling.
"We have to know exactly
what we’re getting into
before architects can draw
up any plans," he said.
"Actually the old building is
in darn good shape."
Frazier explained the old
building’s structure has
never been worked on
before, and the architects
don’t know what is underneath its surface.

JOatallin Villegas

Barry Neal inspects meteorology gear

Art Department offers
new fine arts degree

The SJSU Art Department
"These things must be
will begin a new master of
known before any plans can
fine arts degree program for
be drawn up," the assistant
the 1975 spring semester.
superintendent said.
Dr. Kathleen Cohen, Art
Those big pipe lines being Department chairwoman
laid amid the noise and said the new two-year, 60confusion in front of the unit program is the "apReserve Book Room will
eventually carry chilled
water to the air conditioning
units in the Speech and
Drama Building, according
to Frazier.

foreheads."
The new degree will
remedy that situation, she
said.
Initially the program will
be offered in painting and
sculpture. Cohen said she
hopes to add print-making
and crafts to the program
later.
Cohen estimates between
15 and 20 students will be
accepted into the program
for the 1975 spring semester.
She said candidates, which
will be selected by portfolio
review, will be limited to
people currently holding
Halton, Judith P. Hurston, M.A.’s in art and SJSU art
Mary V. Sanford, Judith S. students currently enrolled
Schwartz, Pricilla Anne in the M.A. program.
Dirks, Robyn A. Nelson,
Provisional approval for
Terry Ann Lustenberger, the program nas been
Renee L. diMarco, Florence granted by the National
Hecker,
Bonnie
Ann Association of Art Schools,
Mulholland, Joleen Paul, the
art
acnational
Karen J. Minkel, Marcia L. creditation association, said
Lawson, Pamela Faye Cohen.
Vanderwall, Patricia Lutke,
The program has also been
Sharon
Lynn
Osenga, approved by the office of the
Kathryn Ann Stronan, chancellor and the trustees
Margaret Merrill, and of the California State
Yasmin A. Terry.
University and Colleges.

propriate terminal degree
for practicing artists.
"Our students have been
recognize.by many as doing
work equivalent to master of
fine arts students," Cohen
explained, -but didn’t have
the right stamp on their

Carr scholarship

The building, Frazier said,
has been without air conditioning since last spring.
The pipes will carry chilled
water from the central
chilling plant located on
Ninth Street.
Frazier said his office has
no idea when the project will
be completed. Workers who
apply insulation to the pipes
are on strike and the date of
their return to work is indefinite, Frazier said.
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semester basis Full academic
year, Peach Semester, UM Off
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Phone 277 3151 Advertising 277
3171 Press of Erich Printing, San
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winners named

Forty San Jose State
University women were
awarded the $250 Kathryn
Uhl
Carr
scholarship
recently.
The
scholarship
is
awarded throughout the
state to women who have
proven
themselves
scholastically and have
financial need.
Scholarship winners are
Claudia Kim Alexander, Jill
A.
Bannon,
Joan
P.
Braswell, Helen M. Brock,
Maria Chow, Deidre A.
Devlin, Amalia G.V. Fernandez, Jalane Goddard,
Carole J. Iverson, Jane
Walrath Lee, Elnor L. Pahl,
Mary L. Rosso, Sandra F.
Stimpert, Alayne H. West,
Linda C. Westphal, Patsy R.
Vinson, Susan Zeck, Doris"
Suzanne Puishes, Katherine
T. Leonard and Bonnie G.
Richardson.
were
winners
Other
Evelyn M. Frost, Pamela M.
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Hold the keys to your problems
In the palms of your hands
HEWLET
invites you to experience the
unprecedented calculating power in our line of scientific and
business calculators.
Come see for yourself how the
ENTER key lets you "speak"
with total consistency to HP’S
three scientific calculators.

HP-35
The original scientific "electronic slide rule." Handles 22
functions. $225.00

ALL SIZES
us,er

’COME IN AND
CHECK US OUT!"

HP-45
Most powerful pre-plogrammed
scientific pocket claculator
made. Nine Addressable Memory Registers. Handles 44 functions. $325.00

HP -65
"Small miracle." World’s fully
programmed pocket calculator.
Handles 51 functions. $795.00

HP-80
Most powerful pocket calculator
for businessmen. Handles 36
financial functions. $395.00
If you’re looking for unprece
dented calculating power for
your money, see and test these
machines. And bring a stubborn
problem.
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Canadians elect ’idol’

Dalvd rown11

Band members in casual attire faithfully concentrate on
learning their music despite warm weather and temptations
to relax en the lawn.

Their rhythmic sounds fill the air during practice sessions
vibrating classrooms and reminding students of the Oct. 5
came when the band will next perform.

The beat goes on in band rehearsals

Campus briefs
New Asia College of the
Chinese University of Hong
Kong is offering places to a
limited number of qualified
American students for the
spring semester.

Mercury
to print
lectures
Students taking History
174,
In Search of the
American Dream," won’t be
listening to lectures in a
classroom.
The 18 lectures for this
Extension Services class will
be published in the Sunday
edition of the San Jose
Mercury News beginning
Sept. 29.
addition
to
the
In
newspaper
lectures,
students enrolled in the twounit upper division class will
meet on campus twice; 9
a.m.-3 p.m., Saturday, Nov.
30 and 9 a.m.-3 p.m.,
Saturday, Feb. 1.
These meetings will be
critique sessions with course
study adviser, Dr. James P.
Walsh, associate professor of
history.
Persons interested in
enrolling in the class must
pay the $24 Extension Ser:ices fee prior to Oct. 27.

Interested students should
Kong
to
Honk
write
Beaver
semester,
Franklin and
College,
Marshall College, Glenside,
Pennsylvania 19038 or phone
215-884-3500 for information.
COO
A four-member panel will
discuss ’’Selling --A
Springboard to What?" at
the S.U. Costanoan Room
today from I to 4 p.m. The
presentation will deal with
liberal arts student who’d
never considered selling as a
way of life, said a
spokesman.
The SJSU Meteorology
Department’s "Air Pollution
will
Seminar Series,"
present Bob Berstrom, a
research scientist for Nasa
Ames Research Center, at
3:15 p.m. in Duncan Hall
Room 615.
S..
Job applications for the
Economic Opportunity
Program are being accepted
for Fall 1974-Spring 1975
positions. Interested personnel can obtain an application at the EOP Office.
Ise
Students interested in
finding out what kinds of
classes are offered by A.S.
Leisure Services can pick up
program schedules at the
Student Activities office, the
Information Center or the
dormitories.

STAR MOTOR IMPORTS
DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN I, DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

NEW FIATS
100% Financing Available
(leasing)

375 SO. MARKET ST. 286-6500
PRESENT STUDENT BODY CARD FOR DISCOUNT

t4

THE NAME SATISFACTION
MADE FAMOUS

’W PENNI
CAMERA

LOW PRICES
CAMERAS A
ACCESSORIES
NAME BRANDS
COMPLETE
DARKROOM AND
CHEMICAL SUPPLIES
FROM AMATEUR
TO PROFESSIONAL
SPECIAL FILM PRICES

FULL
INVENTORY

A class in beginning and
intermediate Yoga starts
tonight from 7 to 9 p.m.
SOO
The
Women’s
International League for Peace
and Freedom is sponsoring a
potluck dinner and China
program starting at 6:30
p.m. at the meeting hall of
the First United Methodist
Church of San Jose, 24 N. 5th
St.
Barbie Ulmer and Sue
Monica. league members,
will talk about their July trip
to mainland China and will
show slides, according to a

Women interested in golf
who can shoot under 100 are
invited to join the SJSU
women’s intercollegiate golf
team.
Anyone interested should
contact Miss Joyce Malone
in the Women’s Intercollegiate Office, WG 152%
Deadline is Oct. 1.

The July ’74 elections were
called by Trudeau because
he lost his influence in the
House of Commons after it
rejected his annual budget
on a coalition vote, he said.
in
largely
Figuring
Canadian politics are the
representing
liberals,
Quebec and the east; Conservatives, drawing heavy
support in the west, and the
New Democratic Party
NDP), holding socialistic
views, Kunsman explained.
The conservative party
posed the heaviest opposition
for Trudeau’s liberals and
ran Robert Stanfield, a 60slow-speaking,
year-old
craggy-featured man whose
style bored voters, according
to Kunsman.
"Canadian elections are
more likely to be policy
oriented," Kunsman said,
but "this election was very
personality
decidedly
oriented."
"Virtually every poster of
the conservative election
had a Bob Stanfield picture
on it," Kunsman said.
"Every poster of the
liberal party had a large
Trudeau.
of
picture
Sometimes they would not
even put his name or party
on it," he added.
Kunsman said he gained
some notoriety in the election "while attending a
meeting in North Vancouver
which Stanfield was addressing.
"I thrust out my hand as
he went down the .aisle and
the Vancouver Province
photographer snapped the
picture. Next morning there
was yours truly and Bob
Stanfield shaking hands on
the front page."
"That was the first time
and maybe the last I’ll be on

By Tim O’Neill
In years past it was a
common practice for a
university to direct all its
resources inward, its sole
purpose being to educate
those who attended the institution, said Greg Druehl,
director of iSCAI.E Student
Academic
Community
Learning Experience.
grew
universities
As
larger and the problems of
society more complex, it
the
obvious
became
resourses held for so long
within the ivy-covered walls
!oust be used in the community, he said.
SCALE is a SJSU program
seeking to channel the
university’s resouces and
energies back into the
.ommunity.
"We are seeking to share
Or resourses with the
community more so than
they have been in the past, as
well as provide students with
a pre -professional field
experience," said Druehl.
SCALE was first organized
last spring and had a pilot
program in which 150
students went to work in the
community.

BACK TO SCHOOL

SPECIALS
WITH THIS COUPON

FREE STUDENT
DISCOUNT CARD
NAME .......
ADDRESS

--------1
1

"The response to the pilot
program was overwhelming,
both from students and
service groups within the
community,"
he
said
proudly.
One factor in the program
Druehl considers important
is the first hand experience
student’s obtain in their field
of study.
Choices offered
There are a number of
areas in which a student may
choose to work; each is
headed by a student coordinator. ’
One such area is legal
services. Students tutor
inmates
at
Elmwood
Rehabilitation Center,
counsel pre -delinquent or
delinquent juveniles, visit
and
correspond
with
prisoners in the state prison
system or tutor released
convicts.
Volunteers can work in Head
Start programs or help
disabled youngsters adjust
to the routine of a school
program.
Perhaps the most creative
and innovative area involves
work in the community
schools, according to Druehl.

Trudeau avoids inflation
"No kidding inflation is a
problem," Kunsman said
Trudeau argued. "But let’s
not get obsessed about it,
let’s talk about something
else."
The liberals won 155 of 264
parlimentary seats in spite
inflation
of Trudeau’s
statement which caused his
populatiry to drop in the
public opinion polls.
Trudeau’s
campaign
promises also centered
around the cost of homes,
freight rates, government
subsidized passenger service
and mass transportation,
Kunsman said.
many
the
Despite
promises, Trudeau wrapped
up his campaign by saying
"we’re not asking all the
people out there to love
Trudeau. . . just vote for
me," Kunsman said.

Tour of the SJSU Library
Mon* Nu Friday
Sept. 9-20
10:30
1:30
2:30
Start on first floor, Central Wing
at tile Mein Entrance
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"We deal primarily with
five schools on the east side,
in the Alum Rock School
District. Here students have
the opportunity to tutor,
counsel or get involved in
recreation programs with
students at the junior high
level," the director said.
Additional program
In addition there are other
programs for students. One
of these is a Job Corps unit.
Students try to negate some
of the ill feelings Druehl feels
exists between the student
community and youths in the
Job Corps.
Another program that has
met with a great deal of
success has produced some
innovative projects is the
Ethnic Pride Program
(EPP).
In the past, students
participating
in
this
program developed an
ethnic studies curriculum to
be used in the elementary
schools and have presented
the curriculum to the
teachers and parents.
Credit offered
The EPP concentrates on
the heritages of the Black,
Chicano
and
Asian -

THE FIRST TWIN
ADULT THEATRE

disapproval of the ad and
suggested that the Transit
Board allow them to review
the entire proposed media
package that the bus system
is planning to use in the
future.
Executive Secretary of the
Commission Rine Rosenberg
said she felt it necessary to
meet with the transit board
to ask them to "halt unnecessary stereotyping of
women and to insure no
sexist overtones in their
ads."
"Many of the women in the
ads that they showed us from
their planned advertising
package were displayed in
stereotyped ’mother’ roles,"
Rosenberg explained. ’’We
suggested they portray
women in modern and
perhaps professional roles.
We saw no females in any
professional capacities at
all.

-

American sectors of the
community.
A student or "community
intern" can earn three units
of credit for working with
SCALE.
"We are not here to
provide an easy rip-off for
units. In fact it is just the
opposite. A dedicated intern
will probably work harder
for those three units than for
any other three units he may
have," Druehl said.
The intern is required to
put in seven or eight hours in
the community a week, as
our emphasis is on field work
experience, Druehl stated.
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Mini-skirted ad
called ’sexist’
Nen spapci ads promoting
the new county bus system
by using alluring pictures of
women
prompted
the
Commission on the Status of
Women to meet with the
Transit Board late Tuesday
afternoon.
The
women
commissioners reviewed a copy
of an ad at the meeting that
displayed a young girl in a
mini-skirt allegedly luring a
lustful man onto a county
bus. The caption for the ad
read,
"An
Attractive
Alternative."
Commissioners agreed the
ad was in poor taste, and one
board member explained
that she thought that even
the bus in the picture was
made to appear as an attractive f ?male.
Commission representatives and members of the
National Organization of
Women (NOW) voiced their

said.
"Everybody spoke of the
fact that there were real
problems in the economy,
they just had different
solutions."

FREE

Area benefits from university

SAVE ON

SIGNATURE

Se*

the front page of an immorning
portant
newspaper," Kunsman
chuckled.
Wife aids campaign
In the 1972 election
Trudeau did not want to get
his family involved, Kundman said. But he "obviously wanted to get a
majority this time. The only
way was to get his wife
Margaret on the scene."
The 25-year-old wife of the
prime minister helped him
retain his youthful image
during the race by introducing him as "modest
and he’s very kind to me, a
beautiful guy, and a very
loving human being and has
taught me a lot about
loving," it was reported.
"Stanfield is a lover too,"
Kunsman said was the answer the conservatives gave
to the. Trudeau campaign,
but to no avail.
David Lewis represented
the NDP by "drawing
chuckles from his audience," Kunsman said. "He
always talked about Boom
Boom Trudeau and Rip Van
Stanfield."
"Stanfield built most of his
campaign on the wage and
price freeze," Kunsman

"a time Canada had a higher
unemployment rate than the
United States. Inflation was
a problem everywhere."
Trudeau calls election

SCALE students in community

40 South Firs;
San Jose
279-1681

CAMERA OWNED

spokeswoman
The public is invited for
dinner and the program.
Some food contribution to the
potluck is requested, said the
spokeswoman.

By Bill Kueher
"The best way to look at
this election was first in
terms of personality and
second in terms of issues,"
Charles Kunsman, 3JS!’
profess,
political science
observed.
However. Kunsman was
not describing U.S. elections.
Instead he was speaking
about the 1974 Canadian
race that found Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau
victorious for a third term.
Kunsman traveled to
Canada this summer to
observe the election. He
delivered a Pi Sigma Alpha
sponsored talk Monday on
"Trudeaumania and the 1974
Canadian election."
Canadians idolize Trudeau
was
Trudeaumania
described by Kunsman as
idolizing the politician
"more like a popular singer
or performer man a
politician."
’He was most different
from the most stodgy
Kunsman said,
dynamic,charismatic,youthful, athletic and intelligent
leader of the Liberal party’
"Young people began to
take an active interest in
campaigns for the first
time," Kunsman said of the
1968 Canadian election.
Trudeau’s Liberal party won
"155 of 264 seats for a very
comfortable majority."
Trudeau’s
However,
power began to slip by 1972
and the Liberals only won 109
seats, a drop of 46. At that
time none of the three major
parties had a decisive
majority.
"He had his 50th birthday," which Kunsman
reasoned was the beginning
of Trudeau’s downward slide
in popularity as a youthful
candidate.
"All of a sudden young
ladies wanted to shake his
hand instead of kiss him,"
Kunsman said.
He also pointed to 1972 as

school applications. Your
MC AT scores, grade point
as crap:. college attended.
state of tesidence, age and
other cii[cod ate used in a
sagnpaidnsc anal% sis is ith
the pre% ionsl
accepted
class at the medical

schools you select.
Contact
our premed,,,ti :id’. I ,01 for further
inrof motion or is rite
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Spartans salvage tie

wiev..1497/0".
Henry Salarny

An SJSU shot is deflected over net.

By Mike Lefkow
night
Saturday
Last
Darryl Rogers, SJSU football coach, said his team
beat Fresno State University
on talent alone as the players
were complacent and not up
for the game.
Tuesday night at Spartan
Stadium, the SJSU soccer
team tried to imitate the
football team but did not
succeed, barely managing to
salvage a 1-1 tie with
Hayward State University in
a stunning upset.
The Spartans were considered heavy favorites
against the Pioneers and the
that
let
team
home
favoritism go to their heads.
SJSU was outhustled for all
but the last 15 minutes of the
game when SJSU players
finally realized that their

New coaches instrumental
/

Certainly, SJSU had a bad
mere presence alone was not game’s last 20 minutes 11 individuals who had never
going to win the game. They Hayward’s defense forced heard of the word teamwork. game and that can be unwere going to have to play, SJSU into many mistakes by
Julie derstood, but the lack of
coach
Head
also.
playing upheld, forcing the Menendez felt there were a enthusiasm displayed at
SJSU assistant coach Nick Spartans to commit an
number of reasons for the Tuesday night’s game could
Nicolas said the players unusually high number of Spartan’s poor play. Firstly, not be excused.
were warned about com- offside violations.
Not being emotionally
he felt that Hayward was
placency.
were a better team than had been prepared for the Pioneers
visitors
The
cost ,SJSU what should have
"The players don’t realize protecting a 1-0 lead, which anticipated.
that when you are playing they came by in the first
"We did not put things been an almost certain win.
for San Jose State other half. Inside right forward together in the first half. We The game was a cruel lesson.
teams play their best Rudy Rufnous got in from of were not getting the ball into - but hopefully it will pay off.
the
Meanwhile
in
because a win against us the SJSU defense and took a the middle and keeping it on
carries a lot of prestige," pass from forward Bernard the ground," Menendez said. preliminary contest, SJSU’s
tied
team
Nicolas said.
The coach felt the Spar- freshman
Bautera for an easy goal.
Hayward State did not
Even when SJSU tied the tans had a few good chances crosstown rival San Jose
play a particularly good game with 11:53 to play, the to pull off the game in the City College, 3-3. It was the
second straight tie for the
game, especially on offense. Pioneers decided to play for second half.
When they had the ball they the tie. A tie may be like
"We simply failed to take Spartans as they deadlocked
appeared unorganized and kissing your sister in most advantage of those chan- with Ohlone College last
Thursday night, 2-2.
too anxious - taking many cases, but this tie was a ces," the coach added.
wild shots from incredibly ’victory’ for Hayward
long distances.
Once SJSU decided to quit
But the Pioneers played a resting on their laurels and
smart game. Boring the play soccer, they proved
without question they were
the better team.
They controlled the last 2o
and
minutes of the game and
Preparation for UCSF Performance Test
scored their goal when Luis
offered for
lbarra took a pass from
forward Ken Davis and
examination
Fcll
I1
nudged it past the ?ioneer
netminder, who was badly
BEGINS SUNDAY SEPT
22 AT BERKELEY
out of position.
But before that, final 20
but with games against the
NATIONAL
University of California minutes, the defense stood
Bears and the Stanford around, watching the game
D.A.T.
REVIEW COURSE
Cardinals coming up on with less interest than the
San Rafael CA. 94903
P.O. Box 6076
spectators,
while
the
offense
consecutive weekends, he
(415) 841-8635
made
passes,
missed
good
reasoned, "Our season is
just starting now. We ex- bad passes, and played like

Dental Admission Test
Review Course

Trio aids Spartan success

By Steve Lopez
Based on the two early
leason massacres --47-10
iver Santa Clara and 28-7
Iver Fresno State--this
rear’s Spartan football
I ,i appears to be one of
Oa.
h.2 strongest in a long while.
Not coincidentally, three
.oaches joined head coach
aarryl Rogers’ staff before
he start of the season.
1 he three are Leon Burttett, linebacker coach; Dick
lannini, secondary coach;
ind Joe DeLuca, offensive
inc coach.
Leon Burtnett
The much-traveled Burtlett, 31, came to SJSU by
vay of Wyoming where he
utored two gridders to Allkrestern Athletic Conference
ionors.
He b also coached the
’ ’i lye secondary at
it a State, Colorado
d Washington State.
’llett, a four-year
an and co-captain in
as ptlying days at South’Tolls College in Kansas,
wit t e place of Jim Colbert
partan staff.
n
Ort defected to Porland of the new World
’ootball League.
Dick Mannini
Mannini, 40, arrived this
pring from Rio Hondo
’ollege to replace George
>yer, who moved on to a
’oaching job in the Canadian
,00tball League (CFI.).
Mannini coached at Santa

Paper

*Manuscript

’Guitars

*Books I

*Batons
’and other items
’Rent-to -own
Instruments and Guitars

*Recorders

MOYER MUSIC HOUSES

Maria High School 1960-62 i
with his college roommate
John Madden, now head
coach of the Oakland
Raiders.
Mannini played college
football at Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo, where he garnered
all-conference honors.
Joe DeLuca
DeLuca, 42, had a short
journey to SJSU coming
from San Jose City College,
to replace Cal Murphy who
now coaches in the CFL.
DeLuca, who earned a
master of Arts degree in
physical education, also
received Little All-American
honors playing at the

Leon Burtnett

Joe DeLuca

University of Montana.
Although the three come
from different parts of the
country, they do have one
thing in common-the trio
seems to agree that the
Spartan football picture is
bright.
"There’s a big difference
here," Burtnett said about
SJSU.
"At Wyoming we had
about 120 players on
scholarships and here it’s
only about 60," he added.
But Burtnett is optimistic
about the Spartans’ outlook
this season.
"We’ve got the makings of
a good ball club," he said.
"But we’ve got to make

some improvements overall
on defense."
Mannini, having come
from a junior college, is
making adjustments to the
increased ability of college
players.
"The big difference is in
the overall speed of the kids
l’in working with and
against," Mannini said.
Apparently it hasn’t been
too much of an adjustment
for Mannini. His defensive
backfield corps has allowed
completions on just 21 of 49
attempts, intercepted three
passes and has yet to yield a
touchdown pass.
Mannini is happy with the
Spartans’ showing thus far,

nstead of a business office
..eonard works in a cockpit
By Susan Hathaway
When San Josean Joe
eonard goes to work, it’s
ot to an office or a factory
ut into the cockpit of a
100,000 racing car which
rill carry him around the
rack at the Indianapolis 500
t speeds in excess of 200
Ales per hour.
’Although Leonard’s
?Lends include actor and
uto racer James Garner
nd racing king A.J. Foyt, he
rid his family shun the
elebrity lifestyle. But
Leonard’s
acing
is
rofession-he is the only
an to win national
hampionships in both
utomobile and motorcycle
acing, five in all.
Leonard, who turned 40
at month, races in a threean team with Mario
mdretti and Bobby Unser.
lie racing season-March to
ictober-takes the men all
ver the country, competing
a about 14 races, Leonard
Flirt. This schedule includes
’wee 500-mile races.
Of these, it is the
lidianapolis 500 which
acers see as the most
restigous--and the most
anerous. "The Indy 500 is
that I always dreamed
bout," Leonard said.
1esides the excitement of
he race itself, the event is a
pectacle in another sense.
"About 300,000 people turn
ut for it," Leonard exlamed. "It’s like a carnivalwerything in the human
ace is there."
Although Leonard has won
limy other races, in the big
tie-Indianapolis-the best
le has paced is third in 1967.

pected to do well against
i 1.
I.
E me I. .1
I. I. I. is
Santa Clara and Fresno."
With the two big wins
behind the Spartans and a
tough schedule of games
ahead, DeLuca said, "We
like to expect that kind of .
success ( as in the first two
games) but we’d like to win
by just one point, too."
Head coach Darryl Rogers I
said, "I’m sure they the
coaches) have played a I
major role in the success of I
the team.’
"I like to give credit to 1
1
Bring this coupon with you
good players and good .
i
coaches," Rogers added.
1
If credit is manifested on II
fcir 10. off on any purchase over S5 00
the score board, much of it I
i
ImminimmimmiNsismonwmimmummIlasin sommoommiismiai
has already surfaced.

Joe Leonard
"There are lots of factors
that go into winning," he
said. These include the
driver "getting up for the
race," his state of mind, and
the condition of the other
to
According
drivers.
Leonard, the thing that
makes a racer excel is "that
little bit of tenaciousness."
The biggest variable in
is
the
auto
racing
mechanical condition of the
driver’s
car.
These
specialized autos are handbuilt and expensive. Leonard
said an engine alone can cost
$33,000.
Despite this, "The day
you’re up, your car might not
be good," Leonard said
Racing is an activity that
Leonard has always been
interested in, he said. When
he was young, he "knew
the
about
everything
racers." This passion was
not shared by his parents.
"They didn’t want me to

race, but one way or another
I would have."
Leonard’s wife Diane
agreed. "He would have
raced regardless of the
circumstances. When he was
little, he even wanted to fix
up the sprockets on his
bicycle to make it go faster."
She contended that most
men probably envy her
husband. Even though many
"look at racers as crazy
idiots, for a man, it’s the
ultimate."
Diane Leonard doesn’t like
racing, but she accepts it for
her husband’s sake. "People
look at the excitment and
traveling and think I lead a
thrilling life, but for a
racer’s wife, it’s different."
Perhaps the worst aspect
of racing, she said, is the
ever-present danger that her
husband will be killed.
So far, Diane Leonard has
been lucky. While her
husband has had a few accidents, there has been only
one "that put me out."
When he was racing in the
Cal 500 March 10, a tire blew

and his car was totally
destroyed. But this accident
only crushed Leonard’s
ankle-he still wears a cast.
Leonard said his reactions
during a crash are much like
those of most people, except
his training comes through
in the end.
"In that instant before a
crash, you’re mind speeds
up, but you don’t freeze up.
You do what you should to
save yourself."
/Despite this training,
racers do die. Leonard explained that racers have
various ways of coming to
grips with this. His answer is
to "reject all the racing
hullabaloo and have a closer
family life."
"The divorce rate is pretty
great in our profession," he
added. "It seems every time
a guy wins a championship,
he gets a divorce."
Leonard says he would
rather live quietly with his
wife and two children in their
Jose
home --the
San
Leonardo have lived in the
area for 10 years.
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Special Student Rates
With C.K. ,;reL:it

£10.00 PER MONTH
377-2935

184 E. San Fernando

298-54041

CLASSIFIED_1
ANNOUNCEMENTS

FOR SALE

Please help Homes needed ASAP for
lovable 4 mo old black short hair
kittens Call 374 2698 eves

Mini Sony Tape Recorder Wadt.
Value 5190 Now 5100 Phone 2939011
Lee

Al 14 locations in the county, Head
Start classes begin Oct 7. Call the
Volunteer Office at 799 2417 and find
out about the center nearest you

Typewriter. I Standard 1 portable 525
cacti Leather briefca’se 55 00 Comfy
desk chair 012 Phone 297 6079

Tired of fettling around? Get gassed
With Inge -Flying Aces." Mem
bership.brive 9 17, 9 18, 921. 935
217 3377
Student Union For info

Free Retail Catalog: pipes, water
pipes, bongs. cigarette papers.
rolling machines. superstones.
comic etc Gabriella’s Goodies. Box
434, Hollywood. Ca 90020
at
classes
Ballet College age
Eufrazia School of Ballet Essential
-technique" for beginning and in
termediate students Small classes.
Beverly
attention
individual
Eufrazia Grant, Director 241 1300
Rent a TV or Stereo, tree delivery free
service Esche’s 751 2598
Friday Flicks Presents "The Mack"
stars Max Julien. Rich Pryor & Don
Gordon It’s a hard hitting, fast and
far moving tale of a cool few Fri 9
20 MOrris Dailey Acid 1 shOws 7 & 10
p rn SO cents by Alpha Ph, Omega.

S J.S.U. Shoto Kan Karate Club meets
Anyone in
today 3 30 PER 779
crested please attend this meeting
Karate demonstration Thurs I Deal
the C U
Football Players. Announcing start of
DeutScher
1974 75 league play
Mens. WOmens,
tables
Meister
mixed doubles 0500 lop 4 teams
$1000 end Of season tournament
Sign ups now at Rag’s 473 E San
Cartes. btwn 10th & Ilth

VW Bug 19/0, automatic. sunroof
Excenent condition 374 0885 even
or 271 743C lit

Men & Women Drivers for ice cream,
candy. soft drink route Alternoons
and weekends full or part time 3010
SO percent commission Tropical Ice
Cream Co 330 Race St 797 4220

Male or female, one room studio LSO.
and
bath
privileges
Kitchen
Au/Crams and Market Phone 287
1656 al ter S or 297 3000 ex
6855
(work) Debbie

Paid Help needed registering voters
Hours flex.ole Phone 291 3347

Girl to Share :a. go 3 hdrin house with
one other girl 592 50 Plus utilities
Mar ket 287 1656 af ter 5 or
AO/eraiS
197 3000 ex 61155 (work I Debbie

Student to assist in teaching remedial
reading. 1030 hOurs per week. Most
be available from 2 p m M thru F
Spencer Educational
5735 hr
Services 257 1809

Flocked Velvet Posters -large variety
0.50 each New summer king size
tapestries 54.95 Incense pack of 75
for SO cents Large variety of pat.
. Imported
ches Iron on Ira
walking canes from India. Pipes and
paraphanalias. Strobe lights. Large
variety of black lights, one block
from the college. OE. San Fernando
St.

SERVICES
theses,
Typing
Term
Papers,
dissertations Close to campus 998
Igoe

67 Ford Fatrlane 500 7 dr AT PS Ph
AC Good Conditioti Great Car for
School. Phone alter Op m Bob 266
,
0159 5499

Getting Married? Discount Flowers
dues everything a florist does at
the price with twice the quality.
WHY PAY MORE? 12 years of
satisfied customers Phone 996 1752
for free estimate

46 Honda 90 Step Through Eno &
Frame Good Cond SISS Great for
school See to appreciate. 366 0258
Bob
Speakers, Hi Fi 12- three way with
Royal ptbl
cabinets 560 both
typewriter -h25 262 4631

Ironing, typing and bebysitting in my
home Call 2929199

Books! Rare, 1st eds Fantastic Sale,
Must
Fir? Biog, art, poet. psy
sacrifice 1000’s 10 cents up 216 2194
Dealer
Writing & 0
Typing and editing
236 8470

Nerfilan Minot., mayor of S.J and
fOr Congress, 13th Dist ,
12 30
914 at
will speak Wed
Uthunhurn R

Part Time,
Driver.Warehouseman.
steady 5 hrs. daily HOurs flexible.
mornings or afternoons 52 30 hr
Cold storage meal Co 798 4900

Wanted: Baseball cards. 1885 1964 i
also buy some baseball programs.
guides, yearbooks Phone 264 5530

Sales Managers-salesmen
After school and weekends
Green Thumb Lawn Service
We turn lawns green
Phone 245 4970

See. 798 4900

Part time little to deliver draperies
Hours are flexible Phone 255 9630

Teacher to Share 3 bedroom rouse
With one roommate only Choice of
room study area, close to hos line
878 Cottontail, S..1 Call 2970444 from
3 30 5 00 or visit house after S 30
n". $25 5100
Selling a Room at WaShberri Hall
female onl y Call 177 8349 for further
information
Large
House for rent. furnished
lovely 1 story, w fireplace S 10tri
walk to school Garage and ample
oft street parking PhOne 753 4747
alter 6
2 Bedroom Fore. Apt for rent Near
Campus Married touples only
Call 295 0963 alter 10 00 am
3 Bedroom Haase on 5 11th Street 3710
Per month on 1 yr lease Call 793
7464

Classified Rates
Iwo

One
day

days

assistance.
Call evenings

HOUSING
HELP WANTED

PERSONALS
interested in buying Lionel trains r
212 Oil,

Electric Piano, Wurlitzer, recently
tuned and rebuilt like new 0350 or
best offer Phone Dennis 286 9687

Interview
Sales Survey 53 00 hr
thOusewives door to door. distribute
advertiSIng On low cost foods, and
make appointments for our sales
people Sales background required
and must like meeting people. Mr

The Prothit by R. Berkman. A twiny.
humorous, and at limes, biting
At
satire of American society
Spartan Books Si 95

r..or"o.r.
Male or telltale .0
willi SJSU students Private room &
living space. bath
& kitchen
block
privileges 410 5 7th St i
gas. electric &
from campus SOS
telephone Call 797 0750 or 997 3136.

Noah’s Ark
Waterbed Co.
86 Keyes St . San Jose
289 0451
SALE. Prices Reduced On
Many Shies Up to 20 percent
Compleiti Heated Beds From 5179

Rag’s-No Riches. Just good sand
All Sand
wiches, cheap prices
wiches are made to order Open
Daily 475 E San Carlos, btwn 10th
and 11th Als0 sack lunches, cold
cuts for meetings. workshops,
Parties 7941161

Candidate

Telephone Solicitor
Green Thurnb Lawn Service
Evenings and weekends
53 0090 510 00 per hour
We turn lawns green
7153920

Sensitive Young Gentleman W.C.P.
and voice defect is looking for a
lasting relationship with an un
derstanding female Call 7911 7308
after 5 pm
Evroommate-where are you. Imre
Xavier? Please contact Don at BP
9232 Soon
Black Kitten. 7 mos Friendly, must
oivetOpOund if can’t find home Call
43C 4653 after 3 o in

AUTOMOTIVE
Journeyman Mechanic 11,0 save yew S
00 10.00 repairs Maio, repairs on
on
Minor only
foreign cars
American cars Ex. VW tune up $25
total. all work guaranteed STEVE
GEDDES 295 3771
Auto Motorcycle Insurance tired of
being ripped off’ Call CSIS Campo
Exclusive
Service
insurance
student programs Lowest rates. No
student refused Call 709 8681 or stop
ny 404 5 Third Si 2nd Floor lord St
& San Salvador,
rAS7 SEE AUTO TECH.
CAR
Skilled mechanic specializing in
Foreign Economy & Sergi cars.
rump, repair L front end align.
ment. Open Sat. Bring this aul tor
discount. 717,3610 794 N. 9311.
Low Cost Tune,Ups. Cut shop rate by
or more Specializing In ’71 and
Older American cars & some foreign
makes WOrk can be done at your
home
necessary 356 7471 Mark

ENTERIAINMENT
Friday Flicks presents -The Mark
itars MA, jehen. Rich Pryor & D..,
Gordon II s a hard hitting. fall and
tar .noving tale of a cool few Fri 9
70 Morro Dailey Acid 2 shows 7 & 10
p m SO cents by Alpha Phi Omega.
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Drop refunds ruled oui

Men’s gym gets $30,000 paint job.

Painters tackling gym ceiling
in costly long awaited paint job
The largest indoor paint
job in SJSU’s history is
currently underway in the
men’s gymnasium.
Byron
to
According
Bollinger, superintendent of
buildings and grounds, the
papint job is costing the

university about 830,000 and
will be completed Oct. 5.
The scaffolding alone,
Bollinger said, cost $6,800.
Bollinger explained it took
six years for the university
to convince the trustees and
legislatut e that repairs on

Court offers fast
legal way out
"Small Claims Court is a "You should try to talk to the
fast, easy way to collect people or the company first.
money when somebody Write them a letter asking
refuses to pay you," them for a settlement, and
according to Pam Heard, keep a copy for yourself."
Heard said that anyone
Small Claims Court counselor for the AS. Consumer wanting to find out what
Switchboard.
their options are in Small
"Sometimes the only way Claims Court may call the
you can get someone to listen Consumer Switchboard at
to your complaint is to take 277-2132
them to court," she said.
Heard cited instances in
which landlords refused to
return a cleaning deposit, or
dog owners had refused to
pay medical expenses to
somebody that their dog had
bitten as some of the suits
she has counseled.
Anyone can file a suit in
Small Claims Court for up to
By Dick Schaaf
6500, she said.
"Alviso is San Jose,"
"It’s easy to fill out the declared City Manager Ted
form, and it only costs 62," Tedesco, but among the
she said. The court will approximately 50 Alvisans in
handle delivery for an ad- attendance at Tuesday
ditional fee.
night’s city council meeting
"Court is the easiest part disagreed.
of all. Neither party can
The
Alvisans
were
have a lawyer, and the judge downtown to repeat their
just wants to hear the facts," demands for city services
said Heard.
and improvements promised
Heard pointed out that and set forth in a contract
with
the
Alviso
! Prof gives talk
Improvement Corporation in
1969 as a result of a contested
Dr. Peter Koestenbaum consolidation election anSJSU Philosophy professor nexing Alviso to San Jose.
will discuss ideas from his
The services and imbooks, -Managing Anxiety,’ provements are now being
And "Existential Sexuality,’ provided, according to
on KNEW 1910 AM, radio Tedesco, in light of the
from 8 to midnight tonight Supreme Court’s decision
As guest on the Don last spring that the election
Chamberlain
show, was valid.
Koestenbaum will present
Alviso annexed
his ideas and answer viewers
In 1969, Alvisans voted 189
phone calls.
to 180 to annex their inThe philosophy professor dependent municipality to
described his books as the San Jose. The city signed a
first
detailed
clinical contract promising specific
presentation
of
how improvements, most notably
philosophy can be used for in streets, sewer lines, and
mental health."
storm drainage.
Shortly after the election,
a citizen’s group in Alviso
went to court and challenged
the vote. Lower courts
upheld the election, but not
until the Supreme Court
upheld the ruling was the
challenge laid to rest.
The litigation created a
difficult legal situation for
HOT
the city. According to then
city Attorney Ferdinand
DOG!
., if the city spent money
Oil Alviso, and the courts
then declared the election
It’s Almost Ski Time
invalid, in effect disannexing
Skis Boots and Clothing
the area, councilmembers
Arriving Daily
could be held legally liable
Sargams on uSed & lease items
for the money spent.
Peter Stone, present city
attorney, approached the
issue from a different angle.
He maintained that the
contract was not legally in
force until questions of its
validity had been resolved.
1020 W Son Ca Asa
In either case, the city was
Son Joao. Cola. 001211
2955400
275-0100
reluctant to spend money in

the gym’s roof were
necessary.
Finally, last year, money
was appropriated to repair
the leaky roof. Then,
Bollinger continued, the
trustees approved the paint
job at their July 1 meeting.
But by the time the
maintainence people got
their paper work done,
school had already started
and physical education
classes were underway.
gave
The
coaches
buildings and grounds until
Oct. 5 to get the massive
paint job done.
"It must be the first time
it’s ever been repainted
taking
because
we’re
welding rods off the beams
that the welders left
behind,"
said
painter
Willard Kauk.
Another painter, Jim
Mainard avreed saying,

"We’re taking the 40-yearold dust off."
Pete Magazu, another
painter, said the crew has
already slapped up 175
gallons of white paint and is
about half way done.
Magazu said the giant
paint ;ab, most of it upside
down, made him appreciate
the Sistine Chapel.
There are 12 painters, a
foreman and two part-time
student helpers working on
the job, added painter
Hector Bermea.
Athletic Director John
Caine said he thinks the
lower walls of the gym will
be painted in gold and the
floor wall will be blue reflecting SJSJ’s school
colors.
He said the Physical
Education Department is
temporarily holding some of
its classes outdoors.

Alviso asks San Jose
for improved services
Alviso
without
some
guarantee that Alviso was
actually part of San Jose.
Movement started
At the same time, a
movement was started to
legally disannex Alviso from
the city. In 1973, the city
council consented, with
certain reservations and
conditions, among them,
that the land needed for
operation and expansion of
the city’s water pollution
control plant, located in
Alviso, remain part of San
Jose.
The disannexation drive
was
complicated
by
requirements of the Local
Agency Formation Commission ( LAFC0), the state
agency which must grant
approval before "new" cities
can be formed.
The combination of the
city’s conditions, LAFC0’s
requirements, and sentiment
from some Alviso residents
that, in the long run, they
would be better off as part of
San Jose led to the withdrawal of the formation
petition, further clouding the
issue.
According to Tedesco,
present problems stem from

Spartaguide

THI ILSDAV
t tIuh will ha do first met ling at
winSJI
I’Sk the J iiitill rialisni
h’i
Building. Hoorn
Ill The meeting is open to nieinbers and
Ltititrers skiers and tion.skiern There
wil ’
also be a free movie
0.191 salting team will nieel at 7 30 p in in
the S U Guadalupe ROOM

two main sources, the
council’s previous consent to
disannexation, and lack of a
general plan on land use and
requirements.
"We’re faced with not
having a plan to build to," he
noted.
"I think you’re developing
another formula for not
doing what you’re supposed
to do," chided Dr. Lawrence
Goode, associate pastor at
Star of the Sea Church in
Alviso.
Obligations not met
Other speakers irons the
Alviso area also called on the
city to fulfill its obligations
under the contract.
That,
according
to
Tedesco, is exactly what the
city is doing since the court
challenge was settled.
"All of the contract
requirements
in
the
agreement with the Alviso
Improvement Corporation
will have been met within the
specified time period," he
promised.
According to the city
manager, $78,000 in capital
construction has already
been finished on a threeyear, $300,000 committment.
An additional $120,000 in
operational
expenses,
primarily for city services,
have also been spent and the
city is preparing to go ahead
with
a
scaled
down
recreation-community center and swimming pool for
the area.

It
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PRIDAI
Special rewntrk students nill have an
organisational meeting lor a one unit class
ailed -Ins estigations into PersonI
!derail) Through Literature Tie meeting
will be from 12 30 to I 30 psi,,,Holm
Isinnotr,iiS Building. gown

By Tanya Remkes
Students who want partial
refunds for dropped classes
are out of luck.
educational
State
legislature stipulates there
will be no refunds for partial
withdrawls (Title Five,
Administrative Statute
(’ode).
-That’s always been the
case-not to refund a partial
withdrawl," said Garvin
Loans, university controller.
In both the University
Catalog and schedule of
classes, it states:
No refund on materials
and service fee is authorized
when a student decreases his
unit load to a lower fee
category. No refunds on
materials and service fees
are authorized after W -idneFday, Sept 18, 1971."
"We’ve had complaints
right from the beginning,"
!vans said.
Early deadline
What students experienced
with CAR was an early
registration period in April
and an August deadline for
payment of their fees in
order to reserve the classes
they registered for.
Yet, when school started
six months after the initial
registration period, students
may have gotten a job,
changed their major, or
changed their minds on
which classes they wished to
take; therefore, they were
unable to take their original
work load.
"I had pre-registered last
spring and signed up for nine
units of classed then I got a
job in the summer. I contacted someone with the
CAR office before the August
dealine and told them I
couldn’t take nine units; I
could only take three," said

; tipp
Flying Twenties. In, will inert
at the Aeronautics i wow., Alt lV

The San Jose City Council
Tuesday adopted a temporary emergency ordinance prohibiting
billboards on lnterstates 280
and 680 within the city.
The ordinance, effective
until Jan. 20, 1975, was
enacted to prevent erection
of boards on new stretches of
freeway while the city attempts to draft a definitive
ordinance on the subject. It
bans issuance of use permits
and construction along both
existing and unopened
stretches of 280 and 680, state
highways 85, 87 and 237, and
the US 101 bypass south of
Ford Road.
In a related action, the
council voted to ask the state
for a 90-day extension of the
Sept. 20 deadline for adoption of the Scenic Routes and
Highways Element of the
city’s general plan.
Included in the recommendations of the element is
.n all off-site
a totol
dvertisin g
outdoor
(displays not on a business’
premises) and limitations of
on -premise signs along
scenic corridors through San
Jose.
Proposed for designation
as Scenic Corridors are the
Juniper
Serra -Sinclair
Freeway sysetm ( I-280-680);
Major Oil Co.

GAS
Ethyl 539
OPEN
8:00 A.M. - 600 P.M

to speak with Ivens on th,
matter," Hannah said.
For more informatioi
students may call Hannah a
277-2720 concerning parte,.
refunds.
Idea suggested
Shorted had an idea for
possible solution: "Wh.
couldn’t it be handled likes
retail system?"

01

"If you return a piece
merchandise to a store, the:
don’t give you a cash refund
they give you credit on you
next purchase."

"Using this same theory,
she added, "the money inc.
refunded for classes could b
towards
used
flex
semester’s tuition costs:

1

GET YOURS NOW

RENT FURNITURE

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT
MONTH TO MONTH RENTAL
LOW RENTAL RATES
FAST DELIVERY
WIDE SELECTION
PURCHASE OPTION

San Mateo
San Francisco
San Jose

Granliee
(415) 349-5212
(415) 673-6700
(408) 249-2410

Thursday nights are special

clhe ’7b’ than c7nn

Two for the price of one
on beer and wine
from 9 p.m. on
Live entertainment by
’Hickory Wind."
Join the fun in our pub.

Bayshore-South Valley
Freeway (US 101 from the
Capitol Expressway connector south); Nimitz-Santa
(17):
Freeway
Cruz
Guadalupe Freeway (87
between 101 and the West
Valley Freeway); and the
West Valley Freeway ( 851.
In addition, MilpitasAlviso
Road (;732
the Almaden,
Capitol, San Tomas, and
Lawrence Expressways; 16
rural roads and 18 city
streets are listed as potential
scenic routes.

One 5iCabt111an
(soul!) of corner

-

of F Irst and Santa Clara)

1;,..7dailtarn Jiall 6anjo5e,

TIRED OF GETTING RIPPED OFF ON /INSURANCE
FOR THE LOWEST RATES ON YOUR CAR OR MOTORCYCLE,
COME SEE US.
csEs
Campus

Insurance
Service

i.
.111.

10% Off

404 South 3rd Street 289-8681
corner of 3rd & San Salvador; 2nd floor)

Pods

on all Out

Regular 509

supplies...

fine art material;
drafting supplier
commercial art supplic

wapIdogroph

sets

ocastel products
*anything you need
thru Oct.

31, 1974

PURITAN
OIL CO.
So. 4th & E. Williams

Kid le

I
EASIIRe
s g weEKEnDs-

rlOWth,uSEPT.29
te3riT(efti
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"Under this system ( CAR)
you’re stick!" Shortail
exclaimed.
Ivans said that he explains
to complaining students that
the system of CAR and the
policy of partial refunds.
"Afterwards, they understand the situation, but
they don’t always accept it."
Ivens added, "I think the
partial refund policy could
be reviewed by the trustees
and possibly through CAR it
.
will be revised."
Shortail has decided to
look futher into the matter
and has met with Jo Hannah,
campus Ombudsman. ’I
have talked with several
students who have the same
problem Diane does. I plan

Billboard ban
set by city

OAKfOREST noyato

TLESHAli

Diane Shortail.
Shortail said she was told
that since her classes had
been processed by CAR
already, she would have to
pay her $84 fee and then after
school started drop her extra
load.
"What I didn’t know was
that my money wouldn’t be
refunded. I’ve ended up
paying 684 for one three-unit
class," Shortail said.
CAR officials were asked
informally last year by
students if they would be
able to handle partial rtauid
requests.
"Yes," replied Scott
Anderson, CAR director. "It
could be done; it could be
changed by legislative action."
No partial refunds
1lo:m.7, with Ph,, present
university policy and Title
Five of the State Educational
Legislature refunds are only
given for total withdrawls.
"It doesn’t seem fair that
thousands of dollars be
collected in this fashion,"
said Diane Shortail.
CAR director Anderson
said, "More than the amount
due is coming to the
university because of no
partial refunds."
Ivens explained, -7
would certainly give back
any and all money which has
been erroneously collected.
If CAR made a mistake in its
registration process, then we
would make partial refunds." For example, if a student
got a class he didn’t sign up
for.
"We have no control over
changing Title Five (State
Legislative Educational
Code) and it’s always been
the case that no refunds are
given for partial withdrawls," Ivens said.
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Grand Opening!
Today at 12 Noon!
Our new san Jose paint and
wallpaper co. at Valley Fair

son joie paint
and wallpaper co.
Volley Fair -San Jore249-870*,
365 San Antonio Rd. MIView.941-3600
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